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Introduction (1/3)

• The compilation of detailed transactions embedded in the Supply and Use Tables (SUTs) 
allows for the identification of internal inconsistencies in the accounts and the resolution of 
these inconsistencies improves the quality of national accounts statistics.

• The 2010 SUTs have been compiled several years after the rebase of national accounts.

• A key objective of the 2010 SUTs was to support the compilation of input-output tables (IOTs)

• The 2010 SUTs contain 123 products and 24 industries, including green products and green 
industries. The classifications used are based on the Central Product Classification Revision 2 
and the International Standard Industrial Classification Revision 4.



Introduction (2/3)

• Balancing the Supply and Use tables is an unavoidable, crucial and involving process in the 
compilation of SUTs.

• Unavoidable
• Because when data is initially inputted into the SUT, the two tables would not be balanced as they would 

show different total values for supply and use for each product and some column totals would not match 
the target values
• Because data sources used in coming up with SUTs do not provide information at detailed product level

• Even if supply and uses are based on comprehensive data sources that cover all components, data used to compile SUTs 
comes from several different data sources of varying quality and coverage. So it is rarely that product balances are 
achieved between the two tables 

• Crucial
• Because it is only through the balancing process that the Supply and Use of each product is then brought 

into balance, by ensuring that the identity, “supplies equals uses” for each product holds



Introduction (3/3)

• Involving
• to resolve the internal inconsistency in the SUT, we had to 

• systematically interrogate the data,

• Estimate for missing values using commodity flow approach

• discuss with subject matter specialists



Manual Balancing (1/3)

• The CSO preferred to balance products in the two tables at purchasers’ prices, rather than at 
basic prices, as it is easier to bring supply table to purchasers’ prices than use table to basic 
prices

• Since the construction of the SUT was done after the 2010 benchmarking exercise, the 
published figures were used as target/control figures for the column totals in both the supply 
and Use tables. Row totals target values at purchasers price were established in the use table 
as equivalent to those in the supply table. 

• Some of the target values like for water supply were adjusted from the initial stage of 
balancing. The use side was more reliable than the supply side. Revising target values can be 

done at any stage of balancing.

• Once the target values were determined, a “bridge column” on the right side of use table 

and “bridge row” at the bottom of use table was included in the use table, which showed 

the difference between total values in the use table (both column totals and row totals) 

and their corresponding target values and were made dynamic by linking them to supply 

table.



Manual Balancing (2/3)

• Manual Balancing started by looking at large inconsistencies in the two tables.

• Every differences in the bridge columns/rows’ required applying credibility checks, such as 
input-output coefficients or consumption ratios, etc. which further necessitated going back 
to the source data and analysing the problem in detail. For example it was discovered that 
the source data for water supply only had estimates for formal utility units only.

• Differences between totals and targets are removed except where such differences are 
considered acceptable for automatic balancing. Manual balancing continued for over three 
months until the difference was less than 1%. 
• The threshold is largely based on the quality of source data, the magnitude of remaining imbalances and 

the time and resources available. Due to consequential imbalances and existing data constraints, SUTs 
cannot be fully balanced manually. The recommended threshold is the imbalance of less than 5%.

• Much of the balancing was done in the Use table as expected. 



Manual Balancing (3/3)

•Example of Major Challenges
• The Statistical unit used in the source data was the enterprise and not the 

establishment, one of the challenges we faced was that of vertically integrated 
units. 
• Vertical integration occurs wherever the different stages of production are 

carried out in succession by the same unit and the output of one process 
serves as input to the next. We had
• Copper output on the supply side without corresponding use

• Export of basic metals without corresponding supply

• to balance this row, exports data was used to split the output of copper ores and 
concentrates in the supply table and allocate part of this output to the basic metals as 
output of the mining industry.



Automatic Balancing (1/2)

• CSO used RAS procedure to automatically balance the SUTs for small imbalances which were 
not resolved manually.

• It only provides a mathematical solution to small imbalances. Proportional distribution of the 
imbalances.

• The Excel add-in tool used basic constraints ensures that supply equals use and that the total 
margins column is null 

• The add-in tool uses SUTB_v2 function to balance the tables.

• The tool has six excel worksheets. The Sheet called original, reformatted, Basic constraint, AC 
(Additional constraint), Adc (Additional AC), Balanced tables, and calculations.



Automatic Balancing (2/2)

• Description of the process and worksheets
• Original data were copied and pasted in values in the "original" worksheet 

• Original data were automatically updated in the Reformatted worksheet except margins and VAT which is 
redistributed using results from the "calculation" worksheet 

• Basic constraints used was that supply equals use and that the total margins column is null 

• The "AC" worksheet was for the robustness of all components: 100 means that related estimates will not 
be adjusted. A “reliability” index indicator is allocated to various components based on the confidence in 
the underlying source data.

• The "AdC" worksheet included additional constraints such as fixed totals or ratios between components 
of the tables. 

• Balanced tables showed the result of the balancing and a number of quality checks, including 
adjustments made using the SUTB_v2 function 

• Calculations showed the assumptions made to allocate trade and transport margins as well as VAT to 
products. Balanced tables were copied in values to obtain the best allocations 



Results after Balancing

GDP Production GDP Income GDP Expenditure

K‘ Million K‘ Million K 'Million

+Output at basic prices 168,762.9
+Compensation of 

Employees
30,687.5

+Household Final Consumption 

Expenditure
48,978.8

+Other Taxes less 

subsidies on production
-13.7

+Expenditure of Non-Profit 

Institutions Serving Households
4,105.6

+Consumption of fixed 

capital
5,957.1

+Government Final Consumption 

Expenditure
9,118.5

-Intermediate Consumption 75,591.1
+Net operating 

surplus/mixed income
56,540.8

+Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

(including valuables)
25,126.0

+Changes in Stocks 2,001.9

=Value Added at basic prices 93,171.8
=Value Added at basic 

prices
93,171.8 +Exports of goods and services 35,995.1

-Imports of goods and services 26,774.4

+Taxes less subsidies on 

products
5,379.7

+Taxes less subsidies on 

products
5,379.7

=GDP at market prices 98,551.5 =GDP at market prices 98,551.5 =GDP at market prices 98,551.5



Compiling Use Table of Imports

• The 2010 data on imports of goods was sourced from the CSO-International Trade Statistics 
database while data on imports of services was obtained from the Balance of Payment (BOP) 
Tables compiled by the Bank of Zambia (BOZ)

• The HS to CPC correspondence tables were used for goods imports to populate the import 
column in the supply table.

• When coming up with the use of import matrix, the following identity should be satisfied for 
each product:

• Total supply of imports = total use of imports

• Firstly, imports ratios by product are calculated by dividing imports value of each product by 
total use at basic price, excluding exports

• Imports ratio by product =
Imports

IC by industry+HFCE+GFCF+Changes in inventories



Compiling Use Table of Imports

• Since direct information on the use of imported products by industry and other transactions 
is not available, we decided to allocate imports proportionally among use categories.

• For products with imports ratios <= 100%, imports values were allocated to IC, HFCE, GFCF 
and changes in inventories. For products with imports ratios higher than 100%, imports 
values were allocated to IC, HFCE, GFCF, changes in inventories and also exports. 

• . There were 48 product groups out of a total of 123 with zero ratio, i.e. without imports. 
Among products with imports, the lowest ratio of 0.01% was on Electricity generation and 
distribution (main hydro). For Crude petroleum and natural gas, which are not produced in 
Zambia, imports ratio was 100%. For eight products, the imports ratio was higher than 100% 
Imports ratio for a whole economy.


